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Tail & AutoTail
AERODYNAMIC REAR TRAILER FAIRINGS

WABCO’s Tail & AutoTail: innovative aerodynamic rear fairings which mark a new
milestone for WABCO’s OptiFlow division as a global supplier of aerodynamic
products.
®

Available in both automatic and manual, WABCO's rear fairings share the
same design features and overall performance.
SAVE FUEL AND REDUCE YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
•

Delivering up to 4.3% fuel savings at highway speeds

•

Reducing CO2 emissions by up to 4.0 tons per trailer per
year

A new option to comply with upcoming greenhouse gas emission standards

SMALL SIZE, UNPRECEDENTED SAVINGS
With a compact profile and lightweight design, OptiFlow Tail and AutoTail offer more fuel savings and
CO₂ reductions compared to any tail of their size.
•

Side panels fold in toward the
trailer’s centerline – Providing
up to 260 degrees of door opening
angle on most door configurations

•

Individual trailer door access
as each side operates
independently

•

Seamlessly overlaps trailer sidewalls
for optimal aerodynamic flow

LIGHT AND TOUGH
•

Panels and struts are made of robust thermoplastic

•

Brackets, stiffeners, pneumatic actuators and connectors are constructed from high quality
stainless steel and aluminum for optimal durability corrosion resistance
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Tail

MANUAL TAIL
WABCO’s OptiFlow Tail is fast to deploy and fast to retract, minimizing operator delays.
•

Straightforward and reliable manual operation

•

Deploying and retracting can be completed in four simple steps. Use the levers to collapse
the top panels, then fold the side panels to the center

•

The manual version can be upgraded to AutoTail, for auto-deployment and retraction
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AutoTail

AUTOMATIC TAIL
WABCO’s OptiFlow AutoTail is North America’s first rear trailer fairing with automatic deployment
and retraction.
•

Deploys and retracts automatically based on driving speed detected by sensors linked to
WABCO’s Trailer Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)

•

Automatically deploys at vehicle speeds of 45 mph and retracts at 10 mph, ensuring maximum
aerodynamic fuel savings

Two options - chose your product
Product Features

®

®

Manual option, equal performance

4.3%
SmartWay verified

Fuel Savings
Panel dimensions
(inches)
Panel construction
Strut construction
Color stability
Aerodynamics
Weight (lbs)
Manual
Upgradable to AutoTail
Automatic deployment
Automatic retraction
WABCO Trailer ABS
compatible product
numbers

Driverless operation, reliable savings

28.7” depth | 97.1” height | 103.3” width
Injection molding: Automotive grade TPO
Injection molding: Automotive grade Glass Filled Nylon - Modular
Ultra violet resistant
Side panel overlap: Seamless airflow; Extended top panel: Flow re-attachment
130.1

143.6
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4005001050, (ABS 4S/3M)
4005001060, (ABS 2S/1M)
4801100010, (RSS 2S/1M)
4801070000, (RSS 4S/2M)

WABCO (NYSE: WBC) is the leading global supplier of braking control systems and
other advanced technologies that improve the safety, efficiency and connectivity of
commercial vehicles. Originating from the Westinghouse Air Brake Company founded
nearly 150 years ago, WABCO is powerfully “Mobilizing Vehicle Intelligence” to support
the increasingly autonomous, connected and electric future of the commercial vehicle
industry. Today, leading truck, bus and trailer brands worldwide rely on WABCO’s
differentiating technologies. Powered by its vision for accident-free driving and greener
transportation solutions, WABCO is also at the forefront of advanced fleet management
systems and digital services that contribute to commercial fleet efficiency. In 2018,
WABCO reported sales of over $3.8 billion and has more than 16,000 employees
in 40 countries.
For more information, visit: www.wabco-na.com
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North America (855) 228 3203
Sales +1 (905)-829-9200
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